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Preface to the Series

The RIKEN BNL Research Center was established this April at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
It is funded by the "Rikagaku Kenkysho" (Institute of Physical and Chemical Research) of Japan.
The Center is dedicated to the study of strong interactions, including hard QCD/spin physics, lattice
QCD and RHIC physics through nurturing of a new generation of young physicists.

For the first year, the Center will have only a Theory Group, with an Experimental Group to
be structured later. The Theory Group will consist of about 12-15 Postdocs and Fellows, and plans
to have an active Visiting Scientist program. A 0.6 teraflop parallel processor will be completed at
the Center by the end of this year. In addition, the Center organizes workshops centered on specific
problems in strong interactions.

Each workshop speaker is encouraged to select a few of the most important transparencies
from his or her presentation, accompanied by a page of explanation. This material is collected at
the end of the workshop by the organizer to form a proceedings, which can therefore be available
within a short time.

T.D. Lee
July 4, 1997
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INTRODUCTION





Open Standards for Codes at RHIC: Introduction

Miklos Gyulassy

Department of Physics, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027, USA

gyulassy@ntl.phys.columbia.edu

It is widely recognized that cascade models are potentially effective and powerful tools for
interpreting and predicting multi-particle observables in heavy ion physics. However, the
lack of common standards, documentation, version control, and accessibility have
made it difficult to apply objective scientific criteria for evaluating the many physical and
algorithmic assumptions or even to reproduce some published results. Unlike in other fields
where numerical methods are technical tools used to solve specific equations that define the
physics, the source code of cascade models often implement extra physical assumptions and
dynamical mechanisms beyond the equations used to motivate their design. Those algorithms
undergo an evolution with time and the very large number of phenomenological parameters
makes it difficult to pinpoint the essential components. In this case, it is essential to be
able to scrutinize closely the detailed algorithms actually used since the code itself defines
the physical content of the model. Unfortunately, in this field there exists historically some
codes used by both experminatlists and theorists which are unfortunately proprietary in
nature, inaccessible, and poorly documented. Those codes of course lead to irreproducible
and therefore unacceptable results which obstruct the progress of science.
The first RIKEN Research Center workshop was proposed by Yang Pang to address this
problem by establishing open standards for original codes for applications to nuclear collisions
at RHIC energies. The aim of this first workshop is

1. To prepare a WWW depository site for original source codes and detailed documentation
with examples

2. To develop and perform standardized test for the models such as Lorentz invariance,
kinetic theory comparisons, and thermodynamic simulations.

3. To publish a compilation of results of the above work in a journal, eg., "Heavy Ion
Physics".

4. To establish a policy statement on a set of minimal requirements for inclusion in the
OSCAR- WWW depository.

The problem of the lack of open standards has been with this field for decades. What is new
and what gives new impetus to overcome those problems is the increasing ease with which
codes and documentation from different groups around the world can be conveniently linked
and made readily accessible to anyone. Yang Pang has taken the lead by creating a Web



site together with a set of templates that can be used to set up the required link site and
depository.
In table 1, the current status of codes on or under construction on the OSCAR site
http://rhic.phys.columbia.edu/rhic/ are listed. Recent ideas to provide access to experi-
mental links and tool-box utilities are also noted. This is a rapidly evolving site and hopefully
by the end of the week it will reach a new milestone.

Table 1: OSCAR: Open Standards Codes at RHIC
on http://rhic.phys.colunibia.edu/rhic/

Current Event Generators on WWW page
GCP - by Yang Pang

http://rhic.phys.columbia.edu/rhic/gcp/.
HIJING - by Xin-Nian Wang and Miklos Gyulassy

http://www-nsd.th.lbl.gov/ xnwang/hijing/
VENUS - by Klaus Werner

http://www-subatech.in2p3.fr/Sciences/Theorie/venus/venus.html
VNI - by Klaus Kinder-Geiger

http://rhic.phys.columbia.edu/rhic/vni/
ZPC - by Bin Zhang

http://ntl.phys.columbia.edu/people/bzhang/ZPC/zpc.html.

ART
BEM
BNC
LUCIAE
UQMD
RQMD

Links Under Construction
- by Bao-An Li and Che-Ming Ko
— by Pawel Danielewicz
- by Scott Pratt
- by An Tai
- by UQMD Collaboration
— by Heinz Sorge

Other Codes and Links Planned:
Standard Input/Output Formats and conventions
Data Compilations, Cross section parameterizations, extrapolations
Specific Experimental Filters and GEANT packages
Analysis Routines, Plotting packages
Tool-box utilities, random numer generators, etc.



The components of programs in OSCAR are illustrated by Fig. 1. The problem of computing
nuclear reactions at high energies is obviously very complex. Only by breaking the problem
down into smaller components can we hope to begin to disentangle relevant and irrelevant
physical effects and numerical artifacts. For example, differerent models for the initial condi-
tions, eg. string fragmentation and minijets, which are sensitive to different phenomenological
parameters such as the string tension or the pQCD cutoff scale, lead to widely different final
results even if the same same parton cascade codes would be used. There are in turn many
possible cascade codes differing in physical input such as the effective screening scale and
self energies. At this time considerable progress is being made on the optimal formulations
of parton cascade codes and a depository can serve to highlight progress on particular com-
ponents, while questions of the proper initial conditions, hadronization dynamics and other
hard questions are being worked on. Eventually, to make contact with experiment, it will
also be necessary to add standard experimental filters - provided by the experimentalists -
through which the standardized output of different physical models can be processed. With
open standards and uniform accessibility, well documented and tested codes, it should be
possible to make rapid progress and concentrate on the important and challenging problems
in this field.

Illustration of Models Of Initial Conditions

1. Strings and Pomerons (LUND,DPM,...)

ASSUME: color locked in coherent localized FOz

INPUT: encoded e+e~, ep data
OUTPUT. 2A x (q - qq) strings
PROBLEM: Strings do not exist in AA!

2. Mini-Jets (Eskola,Wang,MG,...)

ASSUME: incoherent factorized pQCD
INPUT: fa/A(x,Q2), as{Q2)
OUTPUT: ~ A4/3 gluons/unit rapidity
PROBLEM: Sensitivity to p0 cut

3. Classical Yang-Mills (McLerran,...)

ASSUME: h -» 0, SF/F'-* 0
INPUT: Gaussian random pa{x±_)

QYM ~ {A/200}1/6(,/s/10 ATeV)0-1 GeV
OUTPUT: Near, Intermediate, and Radiation fields
PROBLEM: YM scale is not very large

4. Off-shell partons (Geiger)



ASSUME: YM field can be stochastically simulated
INPUT: fg/A(x, Q2), as(Q

2) + parton GEOMETRY
OUTPUT: "Billions of blistering blue barnacles"
PROBLEM: Is this some approximation to YM, how do we test??

Part of the problem of even defining the parton cascade component is that it is still not clear:
What Degrees of Freedom Should Parton Cascades Transport?

1. Massless quarks and gluons for u> ^> 3T?? plasmons and plasminos for u < gT?
Recent thermal PQCD results of Braaten-Nieto suggest pQCD thermodynamics may
be asymptotic at g°

2. Off-shell partons?? How to treat non-asymptotic, coherent components?

3. Constituent quarks and dielectric glue?

4. Background chaotic YM fields, condensates?

How should interactions be treated?

1. Debye screened (Balescu-Lenard) scattering?

but me 7̂  gT on the lattice! and TUM is nonperturbative

2. How to treat LPM effect and nonlinear dE/dx7.

radiative transport critical but coherence important

3. How should local nonequilib as(x,p) run?

The codes in the depository will provide different possible solutions to these and other ques-
tions. The purpose of the OSCAR site is to provide free and easy accessibility to the progress
on these though problems.
An additional important component of the OSCAR site will be to provide standardized test
of codes ranging from simple frame dependence to equation of state studies. Below I indicate
a recently suggested test by myself and Bin Zhang comparing Euler, Navier Stokes, Analytic
Transport, and Parton Cascade codes.
For local thermal Bjorken initial conditions one can show that in the relaxation time ap-
proximation, the transverse energy per unit rapidity evolves according to a simple integral
equation that is readily solved in all limits. In Fig. 2 a comparison of the analytic transport
results to Euler and Navier Stokes evolution shows that for typical glue-glue cross sections,
transport evolution is expected to deviate greatly from both hydrodynamic approximations.
Fig. 3 shows how ZPC passes this particular test
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Figure 2: Free-Streaming, Euler hydro, Navier-Stokes, and Relaxation time transport evolu-
tion of transverse energy for different elastic parton cross sections
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GCP: A Tool for Building Cascade Models for RHIC

Yang Pang
Department of Physics, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027

and

Department of Physics, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

pangOrliic .phys. Columbia, edu

GCP is designed as a tool for constructing relativistic cascade models at RHIC.
I propose that parameters in cascade models be classified into four categories. The

first category contains kinematic parameters of cascades (essentially all such parameters are
listed in Figure 1). The violation of Lorentz invariance could be a serious problem in cascade
models for RHIC. The Lorentz invariance is restored in the limit when A -» oo [1].

The other three categories of parameters and examples of those parameters are listed in
Figures 1 and 2. Our strategy for dealing with each parameter will be different depending
on which category the parameter belongs. Cascade models using GCP will allow users to
locate and modify all parameters [2].

Figure 3 is the current status of GCP. The separation of physics input and the source
code is the main features of GCP. With this, one can study different physics models using
exactly the same source code. The modular structure also facilitates in interfacing between
other cascade codes.

Figure 4 shows sample input tables for defining species and decays.
Figure 5 is a sample input table for defining interactions.
anonymous FTP server for GCP: rhic.phys.columbia.edu
Web server for GCP: http://rhic.phys.columbia.edu/gcp.

References:

[1] Yang Pang, High Baryon Density from Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions, in Proceedings
of CCAST Symposium/Workshop on Particle Physics at Fermi Scale, Beijing, May
1993, Edited by Y. Pang, J. Qiu, and Z. Qiu, (Gordon Breach, New York, 1993), p451.

[2] Yang Pang, General Cascade Program, in Proceedings of RHIC'96, CU-TP-815 (1997).
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Classification of Cascade Parameters

1. Kinematic Parameters

ygf". rapidity of the global frame

alternative: define distance.of closest approach
in the global frame

A: number of test particle (parton) per physical
particle
special value: A —>> oo covariant cascade which
is independent of £ and ygf values

t7: v=p/E
alternative: v=p/ \Eo\ (e.g. in VNI by K. Kinder-
Geiger)

Test sensitivity to these parameters

2, Technical Parameters

• Time step size

« Box size (e.g. in ZPC by B. Zhang)

Results should be independent on these parameters

Figure 1
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3, Parameters Based on Measured or Derived Qu;

ti-::;S

• Fits to ,

• Fits to structure function

• d<jqq->qqg f rom p Q C D

Sufficient parameters to obtain a good fit

4. Moclê  Parameters

• Formation time

• Jjip absorption by co-movers

• Medium dependence

• Hadronization

Generality and consistency

Figure 2
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General Cascade Program (GCP)

(current status)

General 1,2 —t n interactions
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Level 3 cascade optimization
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Modular structure
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Separation of physics input and code
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Same source code for different models

Figure 3
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# Sample specie tables for GCP
specie p =

name
pdg.id
mass
baryon
charge
spin
isospin
iz

= proton,
= 2212,
= 0.93827231,
= 1,
= 1,
= 1/2,
= 1/2,
= 1/2,

specie c =

name
pdg_id
mass
charge
baryon
charm
spin

= charm,
= 4,
= 1.3,
= 2/3,
= 1/3,
= 1,
= 1/2,

# Sample decay tables for GCP
decay DL(1232)+ =

channel -Cp, gam} = 0.0057,
channel {n, PI+} = 0.3314,
channel {p, PI0} = 0.6629,

decay eta =
{

channel {mu+, mu-, gam} = 0.00031,
channel -CPIO, gam, gam} = 0.00071,
channel -Ce+, e-, gam} = 0.0049,
channel -[PI+, PI-, gam} ~ 0.0478,
channel {PI+, PI-, PI0} = 0.2320,
channel -[PI0, PI0, PI0} = 0.3210,
channel -Cgam, gam} = 0.3925,

Figure 4
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# Sample GCP interaction table

interaction

incoming = {N, N},

totaljxs = {function}.

channel pion_production =

{
xs = {function},
phase_space =

distribution = uniform,
max_weight = automatic,

particle N =

number = 2,
lead = 1,
format ion_time = 0.0,

particle PI =
{

number = {function},
l e a d = 0 ,
format ion- t ime = 0 . 0 ,

Figure 5
16



Riken BNL Research Center Workshop

OPEN STANDARDS FOR CASCADE MODELS FOR RHIC:

ZPC: A parton cascade
for ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions

Bin Zhang

1. transparency 1:

Main topics: physics motivation, program structure, and applications,
(semi)analytic tests.

2. transparency 2:

Flow chart 1 for the core of the program with cell division optimization.
It shows the record saving and particle formation processing.

3. transparency 3:

Flow chart 2 for the core of the program with cell division optimiza-
tion. It illustrates cell crossing (wall collisions of particles) processing,
particle scattering processing and interaction list updating.

4. transparency 4:

One test of parton cascade: collision rate per unit volume R in a box
for a gas in thermal equilibrium. The chemical potential is set to be
0. Measurements are performed for different masses m, different tem-
peratures T, and different cross sections (set to be -^-). The data are
compared to analytically calculated rate per unit volume (solid curve).
Reasonable good agreements are found for not very large m/T.

5. transparency 5:

Another test of parton cascade: dEr/dy\y=o as a function of proper
time T versus kinetic theory prediction. Initially, 4000 particles are
distributed in local thermal equilibrium with temperature 0.5 GeV.
Particles are formed at proper time 0.1 fm. The transverse area is
10 x 10/m2. The screening mass is 3 fm'1. The cascade results agree
with the kinetic theory (under relaxation time approximation) very well
except for early time when the mean free path is much small than the
interaction length.

17



ZPC

a parton cascade for ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions

1. Physics Motivation:

• quark gluon transport theory and cascade simulation;

• formation time;

• medium genarated screening mass;

• cross section(s);

• physics to be studied:
inelastic scatterings, statistics, interaction with coherent
background fields, hadronization, coherent energy loss,...

2. ZPC anatomy:

• structure;

• cell division and optimization;

• main common blocks;

• input and output files;

• cross checks, modification and further developement.

3. Applications and (Semi)analytic tests:

• frame dependence;

• transverse energy production;

• equation of state and collision rate.

18



particle coll. in last op.?

n

get next operation
get_ictype

save rec

formation in next op. ? cel_assign
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wall coll. in next op. ?

)article coll

cell_rear

(dcheck*)

in next op.?^>

1:

y scat

udilist

(wall, particle coll.
fix_tim)
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The UrQMD contribution to "Open Standards Code at RHIC"

S.A. Bass, H. Weber, M. Belkacem, M. Bleicher, M. Brandstetter, C. Ernst,
L. Gerland, J. Konopka, S. Soff, C. Spieles, H. Stocker and W. Greiner

Institut fur Theoretische Physik
Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universitdt

Postfach 11 19 32
D-60054 Frankfurt am Main, Germany

The ultrarelativistic transport model, UrQMD (Ultrarelativistic Quantum Molec-
ular Dynamics), has been designed to analyze the physics of the excitation function
of hadronic abundances, stopping and flow. It bridges with one model consistently
the entire available range of energies from 160 MeV/u to 160 GeV/u, even for
the heaviest system Pb+Pb. This report discusses UrQMD in connection with its
contribution to the Open Standards Code at RHIC (OSCAR) effort.

1 Introduction

The FOPI, KaoS, and TAPS experiments at GSI, the EOS, E866 and E877
experiments at Brookhaven and the CERES, NA44, NA49 and WA89 ex-
periments at CERN are used to search for scaling violations as signatures of hot
dense excited matter and the QCD phase transition 1>2>3'4. Transport models
such as UrQMD can be widely applied to predict standard features of ultra-
relativistic heavy ion collisions at those energies and to establish the sensitivity
of certain observables to the QGP and chiral phase-transition5 and the nuclear
equation of state6 .

2 The UrQMD model

UrQMD is a hadronic transport model including strings 7. Its collision term
contains 49 different baryon species (including nucleon, delta and hyperon res-
onances with masses up to 2 GeV) and 25 different meson species (including
strange meson resonances), which are supplemented by their corresponding
antiparticle and all isospin-projected states. Full baryon/antibaryon symme-
try is included. For excitations with higher masses a string picture is used.
Elementary cross sections are fitted to available proton-proton data (see e.g.
fig. 1).

The baryons, mesons and resonances which can be populated in UrQMD
are listed in table 1. All states listed can be produced in string decays, s-
channel collisions or resonance decays.

23



The real part of the nucleon optical potential is modeled after the Skyrme
ansatz, including Yukawa and Coulomb forces.
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Table 1: List of Baiyons, mesons, and resonances which are included in the UrQMD model.
In addition all charge conjugate states are treated on the same footing. For higher mass
excitations meson- and (anti)baryon-strings are included.

The UrQMD model allows for systematic studies of excitation functions
over a wide range of energies in a unique way: the basic concepts and the
physics input used in the calculation are the same for all energies. A relativistic
cascade is applicable over the entire range of energies from 100 MeV/nucleon up
to 200 GeV/nucleon. A preliminary molecular dynamics scheme using a hard
Skyrme interaction is used between 100 MeV/nucleon and 4 GeV/nucleon.

3 Test cases: infinite matter and reference frame invariance

Certain simple test scenarios allow for a clear evaluation of the respective
transport models capabilities and its consistency with basic thermodynamic
and kinematic laws.

First, we shall focus on the simulation of infinite matter within a micro-
scopic transport model: One of the main goals of relativistic heavy ion colli-
sions is the determination of the nuclear equation of state. At high energies,
semiclassical cascade models in terms of scattering hadrons have proven to be
rather accurate in explaining experimental data. Therefore it is of fundamental
interest to extract the equation of state from such a microscopic model, i. e. to
investigate the equilibrium limits and bulk properties, which are not an explicit
input to the non-equilibrium transport approach with its complicated collision
term (unlike e. g. in hydrodynamics). To simulate infinite hadronic systems

24
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Figure 1: Feynman a; distribution for
protons and lambdas at 205 and 175
GeV/nucleon respectively. The UrQMD
calculation is fitted to experimental data
(points).
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Figure 2: Pressure over energy density as
a function of energy density for nucleons
(elastic scattering only) in the UrQMD infi-
nite matter mode (box with perodic bound-
ary conditions). The dots show the UrQMD
calculation, the curve the analytic ideal gas
result.

we construct a box with periodic boundary conditions and initialize nudeons
at ground-state nuclear density randomly in phase space, varying the total
energy density. After the system has equilibrated according to the UrQMD
simulation, the temperature is extracted by fitting the particles' momentum
spectra.

Figure 2 shows the Pressure over energy density as a function of energy
density for nucleons in the UrQMD infinite matter mode. Only elastic scat-
tering was allowed. The dots show the UrQMD calculation, whereas the curve
the analytic ideal gas result. The pressure has been calculated via the virial
theorem, using:

• n = l k = l ^ f c

with i = x, y, z being the spatial directions. Clearly UrQMD is able to pass
this simple test.

The correct treatment of the hadrochemistry in a transport calculation
(i. e. the correct inclusion of cross sections, branching ratios, lifetimes and
particle spedes) may be verified with an infinite matter calculation of a hadron
gas: figure 3 shows a respective test: 160 nucleons have been initialized in a
box with periodic boundary conditions at nudear matter ground state density

25



80 100 120 140

T(MeV)

Figure 3: UrQMD infinite matter calculation. Energy spectra for nucleons, deltas and pions
are shown on the left and the delta to nucleon ratio vs. temperature is shown on the right.
The calculation yields thermal and chemical equilibrium with the particle ratios agreeing
well with the obtained temperatures.

and varying energy-density. The l.h.s. depicts energy spectra for nucleons,
deltas and pions after obtaining thermal equilibrium. The temperature of
approximately 95 MeV and the obtained delta to nucleon ratio are consistent
with the theoretical expectation for a hadron gas. This can be seen on the r.h.s.
which displays the delta to nucleon ratio for box-calculations with different
initial conditions. The gray shaded area shows the delta to nucleon ratio
calculated from the law of mass action in a Boltzmann approximation, taking
fluctuations in the delta mass into account. For the above described system of
nucleons, deltas and pions UrQMD is able to achieve consistent thermal and
chemical equilibrium.

Another important test is to verify the reference-frame invariance of the
transport calculation. E'arly cascade codes have shown dramatic differences
between calculations in different reference frames in the order of 30%.

Figure 4 shows a comparison between UrQMD runs in the laboratory frame
and in the center of mass frame. The test case is a sulfur on sulfur reaction at
200 GeV/nucleon and an impact parameter of 1.5 fm. The left plot shows the
nucleon rapidity distribution, whereas the right plot depicts the pion rapidity
distribution. The differences in collision numbers and total particle multiplici-
ties (which are also visible in the figures) are in the order of 5% to 7%. These
deviations are not negligable but the overall reference system invariance of
UrQMD can nevertheless be regarded as satisfactory.

The above described tests of course do not thoroughly validate a micro-
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Figure 4: Rapidity distributions of nucleons (left) and pions (right) in S+S reactions at 200
GeV/nucleon. In both plots, a simulation performed in the laboratory frame is compared
with a calculation done in the CMS frame. Collision

scopic transport model and are far from complete. However, they serve as
examples of what can be done and offer a large range of possibilities for exten-
sion into a meaningful collection of tests or standards for microscopic transport
models.

4 Documentation

A proper documentation is one of the key features to ensure the continuous
usability and integrity of a transport model code, both for its original creators
as well as for any interested third parties. The publically available UrQMD
revision 1.0 will therefore include

• A user-guide describing in detail how to run the model and how to create
an input-file, including a full description of all available parameters and
options. The user-guide shold be sufficient to let any outside user be able
to successfully run the UrQMD transport model.

• A reference-guide containing a complete description of all subroutines
and functions (including their arguments and full cross referencing). This
guide should enable experienced programmers to monitor closely the im-
plementation of physics concepts into the actual code. This reference-
guide will in great parts be automatically be created by an automated
documentation program reading the actual FORTRAN sources.
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• Fully documented sources, including a makefile which will ensure correct
compilation of the code on various UNIX platforms (currently AIX, DEC-
UNIX and all GNU G77 platforms are supported).

After the publication of its transport model, the UrQMD collaboration is de-
dicated to ensure full compliance with standards defined by the Open Standards
Code at RHIC (OSCAR) collaboration.
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Off-shell partons in the QCD cascade model VNI

Klaus Geiger

Physics Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA
e-mail: klaus@bnl.gov

Parton cascades from a hard collision with incoming & outgoing partons evolving off-shell

Definition of 'off-shellness' for partons produced in hard QCD processes

Propagation of space-like and time-like off-shell partons

DGLAP Evolution and space-time development of cascades of off-shell partons

Interpretation of off-shell mass as inverse spatial extension of partons

Uncertainty relation, coherence requirements, and screening in parton collisions
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ART: A Relativistic Transport Model for Heavy-Ion Collisions

Bao-An Li and Che Ming Ko

Texas A&M University

ART is a hadronic relativistic transport model that was developed from the BUU model by includ-
ing more baryon and meson resonances as well as the interactions among them [1]. More specifically,
we have included in ART 1.0 the following baryons: N, A(1232), JV*(144O), iV*(1535), A, £, and
mesons: v, p, u, 77, K, as well as their explicit isospin degrees of freedom. Both elastic and inelastic
collisions among most of these particles are included as best as we can by using as inputs the exper-
imental data from hadron-hadron collisions. Most of inelastic hadron-hadron collisions are modeled
through the formation of baryon and meson resonances. Although we only included explicitly the
three baryon resonances (A(1232), N*(1440) and J\T*(1535)), effects of heavier baryon resonances are
partially included by using meson+baryon cross sections calculated from the impEcit formation of
these heavier resonances with masses up to 2 GeV. We have also included in the model an optional,
self-consistent mean field for baryons and mesons.

Using this model we have recently studied heavy-ion reactions at beam energies of up to 15
GeV/nucleon. In particular, we have explored effects of nuclear mean field on the collision dynamics,
the volume and lifetime of the superdense hadronic matter, single particle observables as well as the
radial and transverse collective flow of nucleons, pions and kaons. The time-delay signature of the
QGP phase transition and the associated reduction of transverse flow are also studied.

Hadronic transport models, such as ART can be used as an afterburner of existing parton cascade
models in the development of a multiphase transport model for RHIC.

[1] B.A. Li and CM. Ko, Phys. Rev. C52, 2037 (1995); ibid, C53, R22 (1996); Nucl. Phys. A601, 457 (1996).
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Summary of ART 1.0 on 1 page

A/Another Relativistic Transport (ART) Model

• In 1 sentence:
Adding more particles & ingredients to BUU —> ART

• Main ingredients in ART1.0:

1. Particles included in the model:
Baryons: N, A(1232), iV*(1440), JV(1535), A, E
Mesons: TT, p, u, 77, k -^Yv\0V£ v« ftKTW>\ % be.

r 2. Simulate two-body hadron-hadron collisions as best as
X2-! ) we can using as many experimental data as possible

L. 3. Developing simple models for calculating the experi-
mentally unknow cross sections

*•'") 4. Optional mean field potentials for baryons and mesons

{{ } • How to run ART1.0 (its structure and inputs/outputs)

( 4 ? • Current status (typical results^ - J ^ "^ ^ ^ ^ **

• Main problems:

1. How to include multi-particle scatterings, detailed bal-
ance?

2. How to include dynamically quark and gluon degrees of
freedom in high density regions

3. How to answer your questions about other problems

• Next step
A Multiphase TYansport Model for RHIC?
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Inelastic baryon-baryon collisions included in ART:

NN <-+ NA,

NN ~ NN*

NN «-* iViV*(i535),

A îV +-* AA,

iViV ^ AiV*(1440),

NN-*NNp,

iViV

NA

NA

AA

AA

AATT,

AAp,

AAo;,

A^iV*(1440),

iViV*(1535),

JViV*(1440),

iViV*(1535),

\AJOAA

* AiV*(1440) <

and those producing kaons:

NN - • AA(E)ii:,
• NA(Z)K,

RR -+ NA(Z)K,

RR -

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)
(9)

(10)

(11)
(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

where R is A, iV*(1440) or 7V*(1535).
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Introduction to LUCIAE Generator

An Tai

Institute of High Energy Physics, P.O. BOX 918(4-1), Beijing, 100039, P. R. CHINA

taian@hptcl.ihep.ac.cn or taia@bepc3.ihep.ac.cn

LUCIAE-3.0 generator is developed by Benhao Sa and An Tai and run together with other
programs in Lund family to simulate relativistic heavy ion collisions.

In LUCIAEJJ.O, when many strings (colour dipoles) are formed in relativistic pA and AA col-
lisions they would emit gluons collectively due to the interaction among them. This effect will
bring about enhanced production of mini-jets and affect the fragmentation of strings as well.

Moreover, the hadrons produced through the fragmentation of strings would (re) interact with
each other and with the surrounding cold spectator matter. The rescattering of the final state
hadrons is handled in LUCIAE-3.0.

FORTRAN files you need to run LUCIAE version 3.0 are :1) luciae_3.0.f, 2) fritiof_7.02R.f, 3)
ariadne_4.02R.f, 4) pythia_55.f, 5) jetset_74.f.

Make sure that you get all the necessary programs from this package because they might be
modified somehow in order to run together with LUCIAE.

The program manual for LUCIAE.2.0 has been published in Comp. Phys. Commu., 90,121
(1995). The I/O structure of LUCIAE_2.0 and LUCIAE_3.0 is completely the same.

You will need to create your own main program and link it to the five FORTRAN subroutine
packages. A simplest main program for the purpose of testing the installation can be like:

PROGRAM FR7_TEST
C.To be linked with luciae_3.0.o,fritiof_7.02R.o ariadne_4.02R.o pythia_55.o jetset_74.o
CALL FRSAMPLE
END

If successful, executing this main will produce some meaningful output in a file 'test.out'.
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NSCL-MSU

BEM = Boltzmann Equation
Model

P. Danielewicz and P.-B. Gossiaux

covariant model with p, n, TT, d, t, /i, A, and N*,
scalar mean field, and few-body collisions,
applicable to < 3 GeV/nucleon
(N + N <-> N + A there but no N + N <H> A + A
. . . ) - to be posted this week

model w/scalar and vector fields and a chiral
phase transition, applicable to
< 200 GeV/nucleon (P.-B. Gossiaux & PD) -
still in progress
References: P.D. and G.F. Bertsch, Nucl.
Phys. A533, 712 (1991); P.D. Phys. Rev. C 51,
716 (1995); G. Baym and S. U. Chin, Nucl. Phys.
A262, 527 (1976); R. J. Lenk and V.
Pandharipande, Phys. Rev. C 39, 2242 (1989); A.
Lang et al, J. Comp. Phys. 106, 391 (1993).
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NSCL-MSU

COVARIANCE

Boltzmann Eq.: same general form relativistically
as nonrelativistically:

dt dp dr dr dp

The Wigner function / is a Lorentz scalar that
gives the # of world lines cutting a phase-space
element.
€ - single-particle energy
I - collision rate in a given frame.

One (r, t) location in space-time - no
action-at-a-distance.

2'nd and 3'rd l.h.s. terms: changes in the Wigner
function / due to the motion in the configuration
space and due to acceleration.
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NSCL-MSU

AV

\

\

\ I

AV

The probability that two test-particles in the
same cell collide within a time interval At is

r AtVG/ "^J

The probability that three collide:

Max. # of test-particles that can collide within
a cell is assessed from above and only few pairs,
triples, . . . , are investigated for collisions.

Detailed-balance relations are satisfied by using
the same (model) mtx. element in 3 —> 2 and
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NSCL-MSU

MEAN FIELD

T00 = E = E{f}

SEf+tf

E - volume energy density, (p, ep) - 4-vector

Scalar Model

m — m(ps) ep — y m 2

= dp — /(p)
J ev-v

E= dpcpf + dp'sm{pl
s) - m{ps)

Different models <==> different rn(ps).



NSCL-MSU 10

Numerical Realization

Relativistic lattice hamiltonian

= AV Y, E»
sitesv

ptcles i

where g is profile function.

Test-ptcle eqs.:

r,- = AV
sites v

Pt = ~
>

sites v

1/
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VENUS

K. WERNER, H.J. DRESCHER, E. FURLER, M. HLADIK
SUBATECH, Universite de Nantes - IN2P3/CNRS - EMN, Nantes, France

S. OSTAPCHENKO
Moscow State University, Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow, Russia

RIKEN-BNL-Workshop on Open Standards in Cascade Codes
Brookhaven National Laboratory, June 1997

Abstract

We discuss the structure of the VENUS program and its documemtation on
the WWW.
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1 The MODULS

VENUS has a modular structure, the moduls being

• Constructing the Pomeron configuration

• String formation

• String fragmentation

• The after burner

2 TESTING

The modules may be tested via studying electron-positron annihilation (timelike
evolution and fragmentation) and lepton-proton scattering (spacelike evolution and
fragmentation).

3 WWW

We provide four links on the Web:

• "Publications" to explains the physics

• " Users guide" to explain the use of the program

• "Codes" to provide excess to the codes

• "Examples" for reference and testing purposes

4 INPUT

We show two input files to be found in "Examples".
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Discussion Notes
Scott Pratt, Michigan State University

Outline:

code

n. In-the-box tests

BNC code (Burn and Crash)

BNC is a combination of a thermal code (works with temperatures, chemical potentials, collective
sidewards velocities, etc) and a cheap but fast cascade code. It is NOT an event generator and can only
be applied to mid-rapidity. It was made with CERN Pb+Pb collisions in mind.

Motivations for writing the code were:

1. Study the final stages of HI collisions.
2. Test the assumption of sudden breakup.
3. Investigate the issues of chemical and kinetic equilibrium.
4. Determine the sensitivity of measurements to varying initial conditions.

Several codes will be included:

1. A Monte Carlo thermal code
2. The cascade (ultimately should be replaced by a GCP variant)
3. Correlation routines
4. deuteron coalescence routines

Codes should become available in July, and input/output will be redone to conform to new Oscar
standards, including the CRAB correlation routines.

Issues to discuss at workshop:

1. Need to distribute less sophisticated codes, e.g. thermal models, hydro models, ....
2. Need to include experimental acceptance routines

In-the-box tests:
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Three tests:

1. Static Box
Necessary to test effective Eq. of State
Study chemical equilibration properties
No PHYSICS conclusions can be gained from comparison to data without these tests.

2. Bjorken tube (expanding boost-invariant tube, with reflecting B.C., also see Bin's paper)
Investigate frame dependence.
Investigate entropy generation, local equilibrium, etc...
Compare to analytic results, e.g. hydro and Navier-Stokes

3. Sharp surface
Test shockwave phenomena
Finite-range, cell-size phenomena

Examples of Bjorken-tube results:

Bjorken simulations were run for a simple pion gas. Only elastic scattering with 15 mb cross-section,
starting out with T=200 MeV, tau =1.0 fm/c. Scattering was chosen with dN/d(theta) = CONSTANT,
which is more forward-peaked than S-wave scattering. Walls moving with +/- 2 units of rapidity were
used to contain the particles. Initial conditions were set up in a Boost-invarian manner. The initial pion
density is 10 pions per cubic fm.

Three algorithms were tested:

1. Cascade-in-box, with collision ordering done by Bjorken tau, and scattering was
performed by changing trajectories of the particles at xl and x2 such that scatterings
occured simultaneously when particles were abreast of one another in the CM frame.

2. Cascade-in-box, with collision ordering done by a clock at zero-rapidity and scatterings performed
by altering trajectories simultaneously according to that clock.

3. Boltzmann algorithm, Due to boost/translational invariance this can be done without following
space-time coordinates, but only rescaling pz as tau flows by.

Transverse Energy per Particle
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The differences in the above plots shows the relevance of understanding scattering prescriptions. To
demonstrate the importance of frame-dependence, we show the density as calculated with method 2. The
density should be flat if not for the frame dependence.
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Finally, to show that entropy production could be VERY important for certain conditions, I show the
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entropy produced by 32 fm/c for the Boltzmann case, as a function of sigma.
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Conclusion:

TESTING ALGORITHMS IN SIMPLE GEOMETRIES IS CRUCIAL
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III.
OPEN STANDARD

CODES AND ROUTINES
(OSCAR)





Introduction

The Open Standard Working Group (OSWG) was formed during the RIKEN BNL Re-
search Center Workshop on Open Standards for Cascade Models for RHIC. The initial mem-
bers of OSWG are the participants of this workshop. The task of this voluntary group is to
establish open standards for codes and routines for studying relativistic heavy ion collisions.
Before the end of the workshop a set of standards - Open Standard Codes and Routines
(OSCAR) - was adopted by voting.

The standards consist of two parts: OSCAR Mandatory Requirements and OSCAR Rec-
ommendations. The set of mandatory requirements is to provide a mechanism for verifying
and reproducing published results on numerical simulations of relativistic heavy ion colli-
sions. At the same time, it allows the original authors to retain some control on the use
of their code. The set of recommendations is designed to improve the technical standard
of the codes. It recommends a series of systematic tests, and has few suggestions to make
comparisons and interfaces among various codes easier in the future.

Members of OSWG maintain regular contact with each other through E-mail. There
will also be meeting from time to time to discuss and to update the OSCAR standards.
The original author(s) of a source code which is useful to the study of relativistic heavy ion
collisions can submit the source code with required documentations for OSCAR evaluation.
If the submitted code meets the OSCAR mandatory requirements, the author of the code is
qualified to become a new member of OSWG. If a code is written by multiple authors, the
collaboration can nominate one of the authors to OSWG.

Further information on OSCAR and OSWG can be found at:
http:/ /rhic.phys.columbia.edu/oscar.
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OSCAR Mandatory Requirements

Statement 1-01: Minimum accessibility of the source code: Author(s) should make avail-
able to the public a package containing source codes, parameter files, and sufficient
documentation to enable others to verify and reproduce published results. (This pack-
age is called the Source Code Package.) The author(s) may restrict the use of the
package beyond the purpose of verifying and reproducing published results.

Statement 1-02: The Source Code Package must be made accessible, either through anony-
mous ftp or by being put on WWW, by the time a publication is submitted.

Statement 1-03: Each OSCAR code must carry a unique version number; and different
source codes must have different version numbers.

Statement 1-04: Each OSCAR code must have the option to write in the OSCAR Output
File Format.

Statement 1-05: Each OSCAR code should provide a list of platforms on which it was
tested.

Statement 1-06: Sample input files, some output files, and necessary instruction should
be provided with each source code.

Statement 1-07: For each new version of the code, a list of key differences from the previous
version must be provided, and the sample input, output files, and instructions should
be updated.

Statement 1-08: The OSCAR code should provide a reference on its physics content.

Statement 1-09: The OSCAR code should have a complete list of adjustable parameters,
with explanations.
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OSCAR Recommendations

Statement 2-01: Each source code should have a modular structure which permits indi-
vidual modules to be checked independently.

Statement 2-02: Each source code should contain some comments on each subtle aspect.

Statement 2-03: Each code should produce clear warning messages or error messages.

Statement 2-04: Each code should be able to run on more than one platform.

Statement 2-05: Each code should have an option to use portable random number gener-
ators.

Statement 2-06: Each code should be able to run some tests as proof of its correctness
under special conditions.

Statement 2-07: Each code should be able to run a standard set of tests.

Statement 2-08: Each cascade code should be able to run a free streaming test.

Statement 2-09: Each cascade code should be able to run the hydro initial condition.

Statement 2-10: Each cascade code should be able to run the box boundary condition.

Statement 2-11: Each cascade code model should be able to calculate the equation of state
for simple interactions.
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OSCAR Depository
Statement 3-01: An OSCAR depository on WWW shall be created.

Statement 3-02: OSCAR depository shall accept all original codes which are useful for
studying relativistic heavy ion collisions and comply with the OSCAR Mandatory
Requirements.

Statement 3-03: Each new code submitted for the OSCAR depository shall be evaluated
by a three-member ad hoc committee (randomly selected from members of OSWG) for
OSCAR compliance.

Statement 3-04: All codes in the OSCAR depository should contain a check list on their
compliance with OSCAR Recommendations.
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